Massive Bilateral Serous Retinal Detachment in a Case of Hypertensive Chorioretinopathy
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Abstract
Introduction: Systemic high blood pressure is related to a variety of retinal manifestations. We present an atypical case of hypertensive chorioretinopathy with massive bilateral serous retinal detachment. Case Report: A 26-year-old male with a genitourinary malformation and secondary grade IV chronic kidney failure as well as high blood pressure complained of acute vision loss. Dilated fundus examination evidenced a bilateral serous retinal detachment with macula involvement. The patient was unresponsive to oral antihypertensive therapy and dialysis treatment. The serous retinal detachment progressively decreased after the restoration of dialysis and antihypertensive therapy. The final visual acuity was 0.50 in both eyes. Discussion: In cases of serous macular detachment, it is mandatory to rule out different systemic and ocular diseases. The presence of uncontrolled high blood pressure may produce aggressive bilateral retinal changes, thus hypertension must be under early and strict control in order to improve the visual outcomes.
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**Introduction**

Systemic high blood pressure is one of the most common diseases in the industrialized countries, with an increasing prevalence due to the longer life expectancy of the population. Hypertension may cause or accelerate changes in the vascular wall of target organs such as the kidney, brain, or heart. Particularly in the eye, arterial hypertension may induce changes in the retina, the choroid, and the optic nerve. It may also cause a wide range of injuries: from mild to severe vascular narrowing to loss of visual acuity due to ischemic optic neuropathy [1].

Vascular narrowing is the primary response of retinal arteries to hypertension. Typical signs in the fundus due to hypertensive retinopathy include diffuse or focal vasoconstriction, increased vascular permeability and arteriolosclerosis with thickening of the vessel wall. These 3 events are responsible for the development of different lesions that will characterize the stages of the retinal disease: arteriovenous crossings, hard and cotton ball exudates, thrombosis, embolisms, retinal hemorrhages, papilledema, and ischemic optic neuropathy (in severe cases). In addition, the presence of macular serous retinal detachment has been reported to be a marker of malignant hypertension [2].

**Case Report**

A 26-year-old man was referred to our emergency department; he complained about bilateral red eye associated with a loss of visual acuity (VA) starting 1 week ago. His medical history was remarkable for grade IV chronic kidney disease secondary to genitourinary malformation and under treatment with hemodialysis. He developed secondary hypertension, which was managed with oral antihypertensive drugs.

His VA was ‘hand motions’ in both eyes. The anterior segment examination revealed bilateral subconjunctival hemorrhage with no signs of intraocular inflammation. Dilated fundus examination evidenced serous retinal detachment with macular involvement (fig. 1a–d). No retinal tears were observed in the peripheral retina examination with scleral depression. However, curvilinear whitish lesions scattered throughout the peripheral retina were observed. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) scans confirmed the presence of subretinal fluid in the macular region (fig. 1e–f). The patient was uncompliant to oral antihypertensive therapy and dialysis treatment. His blood pressure measured 180/110 mm Hg. A systemic workup was conducted with the only relevant finding of a significantly increased creatinine value (17 mg/dl). Oral antihypertensive therapy and dialysis were initiated in order to control the kidney failure and the arterial hypertension.

One week later, his VA improved to 0.3 in both eyes. Dilated fundus examination demonstrated a significant regression of the retinal detachment. After 2 weeks, his VA improved to 0.5 in both eyes, showing a subcomplete resolution of the exudative detachment in his right eye and a persistence of subretinal fluid in the macula and the inferior retina in his left eye (fig. 2a–f).

As the retina reattached, splinter hemorrhages and retinal vascular tortuosity were observed, thus supporting the hypertensive origin of the retinopathy. Likewise, the whitish areas remained unchanged (fig. 2c, d), especially in the retinal periphery. We assume that this might be secondary to ischemia of the underlying retinal pigment epithelium and the choroid. A longer follow-up could not be performed because the patient did not show up for his scheduled visits.
Discussion

The potential causes of serous retinal detachment include a variety of conditions that can be classified into idiopathic, congenital, postsurgical, inflammatory, uveitic, hematologic, vascular, and neoplastic [3]. A complete examination, anamnesis and workup should be undertaken in patients with serous retinal detachment.

The main differential diagnostic possibility in the case we reported was the Vogt-Koyanagi-Harada syndrome, a systemic inflammatory disease with ocular, neurological and skin involvement, caused by an immune reaction to antigens of melanic cells [4]. It usually affects young women. Its hallmark is the presence of lobulated bilateral serous retinal detachment involving the macula, and associated with variable degrees of vitreous cells and flare. The absence of extraocular manifestations, altogether with the absence of increased vitreal cellularity, made us rule out this possibility.

Hypertension can cause ischemic changes due to a disruption of the external blood-retinal barrier. These changes can be explained by the increase of endogenous vasoconstrictor agents, leading to vasoconstriction and fibrinoid necrosis of the choroidal vessels. This leads to ischemia of the overlying retinal pigment epithelium (Elschnig spots). Ischemia of the pigment epithelium allows leakage into the subretinal space (serous retinal detachment) [1, 5].

In our case, the serous retinal detachment resolved following a normalization of blood pressure. Fundus findings were suggestive of hypertensive retinopathy such as splinter hemorrhages, vascular sclerosis and tortuosity. The peripheral white spots found in the fundus examination may correspond to ischemic areas of the RPE or Elschnig spots (fig. 2c, d).

Cases of hypertensive chorioretinopathy with serous retinal detachment have been previously reported and are related to malignant hypertension [2], preeclampsia [6], eclampsia [7], hemolysis, elevated liver enzymes, low platelet count (HELLP) syndrome during pregnancy [8], primary pulmonary hypertension [9], and in Castleman’s disease [10]. In these cases, the subretinal exudation was typically limited to the macular area without any massive serous bilateral detachment.

In summary, we report the case of a young man with massive bilateral retinal detachment secondary to hypertensive chorioretinopathy due to an acute decompensation of his chronic renal failure after treatment discontinuation. It is mandatory for the ophthalmologist to recognize the ocular manifestations potentially relating to life-threatening systemic diseases.
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Fig. 1. Complete macula-off serous retinal detachment with lower lobulated giant exudative retinal elevation (a–d). OCT scans showing serous macular detachment in both eyes (e, f).
Fig. 2. Partial resolution of the bullous retinal detachment. Elschnig peripheral spots and other signs of hypertensive retinopathy are observed (a–d). OCT scans showing a subcomplete regression of macular serous detachment in both eyes (e, f).